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Chloe Lee <oragnicseosrvc@gmail.com> 3 June 2013 07:31
To: admin@aria-uk.org

Hello,

Greetings for the Day!

Hope you are doing good. I thought you might like to know some reasons why you are not getting
enough social media and organic search engine traffic for Keyword

A. You are not targeting right keyword phrases for Keyword:

Your SEO won't be successful if it isn't useful. Keyword research, as always, is critical. Focusing on
long-tail keywords renders more immediate results, and builds authority that will ultimately help the
main term.

B. Content marketing performance is poor:

You must earn recognition, social spread, and backlinks by giving away valuable information for free.

C. Your content is not syndicated in right places:

The "build a good website and traffic will come" philosophy doesn't work on an Internet with more than
five hundred million active domains. This is why even excellent content needs to be syndicated.

Google has just rolled out Penguin 2.0, which put a hurting on Keyword with number of manipulative
links in profile.

There are many additional improvements that could be made to your website, and if you would like to
learn about them, and are curious to know what our working together would involve, I would be glad to
provide you with a detailed analysis in the form of a WEBSITE AUDIT REPORT for Keyword.

Today's real SEO is about earning recognition, social spread, and backlinks through excellent content
marketing. This means SEO must be ongoing, integrated, and strategic - whereas it used to be one
time, isolated, and technical. Real SEO is the path forward for you to make a long-term investment in
online marketing. Our clients consistently tell us that their customers find them because they are at the
top of the Google search rankings. Being at the top leftof Google (#1- #3 organic positions) is the best
thing you can do for your company's website traffic and online reputation.

Sounds interesting? Feel free to email us or you can provide me with your phone number and the best
time to call you.

Also let us know ifyou don't wish to receive emails from us on the same in future so that we don't
disturb you further.

Best Regards,
Chloe Lee

+ 1 (315)-895-1453

PSI: I am not spamming. I have studied your website and believe I can help with your business
promotion. Ifyou stillwant us to not contact you, you can ignore this email or ask to remove and Iwill
not contact again.
PSII: Our price starts from US$400 per month or $4000 for one year.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dbaal a648d&view=pt&search=inbox&th... 05/06/2013



Tribunal Procedure Committee

Consultation on the proposed Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Immigration
and Asylum Chamber) Rules 2013 & Amendments to the Tribunal Procedure (Upper
Tribunal) Rules 2008

Introduction

1. The Tribunal Procedure Committee (the "TPC") is the body that makes rules that govern
practice and procedure in the First-tier Tribunal and in the Upper Tribunal It is an independent
Non-Departmental Public Body, sponsored by the Ministry of Justice.

2. The TPC's remit includes the rules for the First-tier Tribunal (Immigration and Asylum
Chamber) and the Upper Tribunal (Immigration and Asylum Chamber). These Chambers deal
with appeals against government decisions in immigration, asylum and nationality matters.

3. When these Chambers were established, upon the functions of the Asylum and Immigration
Tribunal being transferred to the First-tier Tribunal on 15th February 2010. the existing Asylum
and Immigration (Procedure) Rules 2005 ("AITRules') were ordered to have effect as Tribunal
Procedure Rules for the First-tier Tribunal. Only necessary amendments for the transfer of
work to the new chamber were made. The Tribunal Procedure (Upper Tribunal) Rules 2008
("the Upper Tribunal Rules"), which already applied to two other chambers of the Upper
Tribunal, were amended so that they were also suitable for the new Immigration and Asylum
Chamber of the Upper Tribunal.

4. The TPC now intends to make new rules for the First-tier Tribunal. In accordance with s22

Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007. its aim is to ensure that:

(a) in proceedings before the First-tier Tribunal and Upper Tribunal, justice is done,

(b) the tribunal system is accessible and fair,

(c) proceedings before the First-tier Tribunal or Upper Tribunal are handled quickly and
efficiently,

(d) the rules are both simple and simply expressed, and

(e) the rules where appropriate confer on members of the First-tierTribunal, or Upper Tribunal,
responsibility for ensuring that proceedings before the tribunal are handled quickly and
efficiently.

5. The purpose of this consultation is to seek views on the proposed changes to the rules.
Responses to the consultation willbe considered by the TPC.

6. The TPC anticipates, followingconsultation, that a statutory instrument containing the rules will
be placed before Parliament for approval in July 2013, with the rules to come into force in
October 2013.

7. New First-tier Tribunal Rules may require changes to the Upper Tribunal Rules, since the
Upper Tribunal hears appeals from the First-tier Tribunal. These also form part of this
consultation.

8. Below you willfind further information on the following:

(a) the First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal

(b) background informationon the source jurisdictionsand present appeal rights

(c) draft proposed rules ("Draft Rules")

(d) the consultation questions

(e) how to respond and by when.

9. The current First-tierTribunal and Upper Tribunal Rules can be found on Ministry of Justice's
'Justice' website: www.iustice.qov.uk/tribunals/rules. Further information on Tribunals can also

be found on the Justice website at: www, justice gov. uk/lribunals

10. Further information on the TPC can be found at: www.iustice.gov.uk/about/moi/advisory-
groups/tribunal-procedure-committee. The consultation questions are also in a separate Word
document on the TPC site, which can be used for submitting your response.

The First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal

11 .The Tribunals. Courts and Enforcement Act 2007 ("the TCE Act") provides for the First-tier
Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal. Both are independent tribunals, and the First-tier Tribunal is
the first instance tribunal for most jurisdictions.

12. The First-tier Tribunal is divided into separate chambers which group together jurisdictions
dealing with like subjects or requiring similar skills

13. The First-tier Tribunal Chambers are:

(a) Social Entitlement Chamber,

(b) Health, Education and Social Care Chamber,

(c) War Pensions and Armed Forces Compensation Chamber,

(d) General Regulatory Chamber,

(e) Immigration and Asylum Chamber

(f) Tax Chamber, and

(g) Property Chamber (expected to be established 2013)

14. The Upper Tribunal mainly, but not exclusively, decides appeals from the First-tier Tribunal.

The TPC's approach to drafting rules

15.As jurisdictions have been transferred to the First-tier Tribunal, the TPC has consulted on and
made rules for each new Chamber. That process has resulted in 'core' rules of general
application.
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16. Experience has shown that these core rules work well across different Chambers They make it
easier for tribunal judges, practitioners and others who work in different Chambers; and Upper
Tribunal interpretations of core rules arising from a case in one Chamber are applied across
the different Chambers.

17. The TPC considers the core rules to be a sound starting point for consideration of draft rules
for new Chambers. Although the First-tier Tribunal (Immigration and Asylum Chamber) is not a
new Chamber in the normal sense, this is the first time the TPC has considered its rules as
whole. The TPC believes that the Immigration and Asylum Chamber willbenefit from
harmonisation with the core rules.

18. Each Chamber, however, is different. Sometimes an element of the core rules is inappropriate
for a Chamber, or requires amendment to work well. Often a Chamber requires a rule that
other Chambers do not. The draft rules therefore omit certain parts of the core rules and
include unique rules. Many of these are subject to specific consultation questions, but the TPC
welcomes suggestions in these areas.

19. In general, the draft rules reflect the TPC's preliminaryviews about appropriate rules. These
preliminaryviews may change as a result of consultation. Insome cases the TPC is
considering an aspect of the rules, but has not yet reached any view. In these cases the draft
rules have been written to be of most assistance to those answering the consultation. For
example, where the TPC is considering introducing or not introducing a rule, the rule has
normally been included in the draft, so as clearly to set out what is being considered.

20. In preparing the draft rules the TPC has considered the existing AITRules. Often, provisions in
the AIT have been replicated, or substantially replicated, in the draft rules. This has not.
however, always been the case. Equally often, the TPC has concluded that a more general rule
or series of rules willperform the same function as an existing specific rule.

Commentary on the proposed rules

General — Time

21 .The TPC's practice is to calculate most time-limits from when notification or documents are
sent or received by the Tribunal or another official body, rather than always when they are
received or deemed to be received. The TPC believes that this normally produces greater
clarityand certainty. The Tribunaland other official bodies have established procedures for
identifyingwhen documents are sent or received. This also means parties do not need to be
familiar with the law on deemed receipt. Similarly, the TPC's practice in relation to deadlines of
28 days or more, is to express them in weeks or months, rather than days. Furthermore, in
general the TPC's rules do not includethe concept of a 'business day'.

22.Time-limits throughout the rules have been expressed according to the TPC's normal practice,
rather than the approach taken in the AIT Rules. The TPC does not intend to shorten the time-
limits, so the time-limits have been expressed so as to take account of the fact that parties no
longer benefit from the time between a document being sent and it being received.

23. Separately, the TPC is consultingon the time-limits with the Rules.The TPC has identifiedthe
following key time limits.

Time-limit Draft Rule AIT Rule AIT Deadline Draft Rule
Deadline

Appeal by a
person in detention

Rule I9(l)(a) Rule 7(1 )(a) 5 business days 14 days

Appeal by a
person outside the
UK

Rule 19(1)(b) Rule 7(2) 28 days 28 days

Appeal by all other
persons

Rule 19(1)(a) Rule 7(1)(b) 10 business days 14 days

Appeal to the
Upper Tribunal by
a person outside
IheUK

Rule 32(3) Rule 24 28 days 28 days

Appeal to the
Upper Tribunal by
all other persons

Rule 32 Rule 24 5 business days 14 days

24.The TPC believes that there is a balance to be struck between the desirability that immigration
cases be resolved quickly and ensuring that parties are able to participate effectivelyin the
process. The TPC is also concerned that too short time-limits may be counter-productive. Ifa
party does not have time to produce an adequate document because of a short time-limit, the
tasks of both the other party and the Tribunal are made harder. If this creates a longer delay
than the time saved by having a short deadline, the overall impact is to extend the time needed
to resolve the case.

25. We know that the Home Office is concerned that extending time-limitsfor immigrationand
asylum appeals would lengthen the time taken for appeals to be resolved, and so impact upon
its ability to maintain detention and effect removal. In addition the Home Office is concerned
that an extension of time-limits and a corresponding increase in the time taken to resolve cases
would increase the costs of both detention and providing asylum support.

26. The Home Officehas also argued that there is an undesirable disparity in the time allowed for
appeal in cases where the individual is overseas. The individual has 28 days, while the Home
Office has 5. They suggest that this is inappropriate, because the Home Officeis in an
analogous situation to an appellant who is abroad, but has a UK representative. Like an
overseas appellant, the Home Office has to obtain information and documents from abroad in
order to bring an appeal. The TPC is considering whether this should be changed to equalise
the time-limits.

Rule 1 — Citation, commencement, application and interpretation

27. It is the TPC's practice to begin rules witha set of definitions commonto the rules following.
This rule serves as a convenient reference point for users and for any Practice Directions that
are issued.

Rule 2 — Overriding objective and parties' obligation to co-operate with the Tribunal
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28.The TPC has developed this rule as generally appropriate, and regards it as desirable for the
First-tierTribunal (Immigration and Asylum Chamber). It appears in all the First-tierTribunal
Rules made by the TPC. It is not the same as the overriding objective in the CivilProcedure
Rules but is considered more appropriate for tribunals and particularly those dealing with
disputes between the citizen and the State.

Rule 3 — Delegation to staff

29. This rule permits the Tribunal to delegate certain decisions and functions to members of staff. It
is common to the other First-tier Tribunal Rules, where it allows staff to deal with matters on the
administrative / judicial borderline, such as applications for adjournments or transfers.

30. It is not intended to allow staff to make substantive judicial decisions. The TPC believes that
the interests of parties are secured by the requirement of general approval by the Senior
President of Tribunals and the right to appeal any decision made by a member of staff to a
Judge.

Rule 4 — Case management powers

31 .This Rule, which is common to the rules the TPC has drafted, is intended to provide the
foundation of the Tribunal's exercise of case management.

Rule 5 — Procedure for applying for and giving directions

32.This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers. It provides a basic process for making an
application to the tribunal to exercise its case management powers.

Rule 6 — Failure to comply with rules etc

33. This follows the form used by the TPC for other Chambers.

Rule 7 — Striking out of an appeal for non-payment of fee and reinstatement

34. Applicants to the First-tier Tribunalwilloften be requiredto pay a fee to start an appeal. Once a
fee is paid the LordChancellor will issue a certificate of fee satisfaction.

35. Where an applicationis not accompanied with any appropriate fee, no certificate willbe issued
and the appeal willnot be accepted (see draft Rule 21).

36. There are, however, circumstances where a certificate will be revoked. For example, where it
has been issued in error or a credit card payment has been subject to a chargeback. Rule 7
makes provision for these circumstances.

37. Where a fee certificate has been revoked, the appeal is struck out. An appellant may apply to
have it reinstated once a new certificate has been issued. This application must be made within
14 days, but the Tribunalwillhave the power to extend this deadline, using their case
management powers.

38. This mechanism fordealing with cases involving the non-payment of a fee is the same
currentlybeing used under the old Rules. The TPC is not aware of significant problems with
this approach and, subject to consultation, does not intend to make any substantial change.

39. Policy decisions in relation the charging of fees and their amount are not within the TPC's
remit. The TPC's task is to draft appropriate rules taking into account the policy decisions made

by the Ministryof Justice. We can therefore only consider consultation responses in relationto
the rules, not the principle of charging fees or their amount.

40.The TPC has considered whether there is a need fora wider power to strike out, for reasons
other than non-payment of a fee. The core rules in other Chambers include powers to strike out
a party's case on the basis that the party has a) failed to comply with an unless order; b) failed
to cooperate with the Tribunal to such an extent that the Tribunal cannot deal with the
proceedings fairly; or c) the Tribunal considers that there is no reasonable prospect of the case
succeeding.

41 .As a preliminary view, the TPC has concluded that this type of strikeout rule is inappropriate
for the First-tierTribunal (Immigration and Asylum Chamber). First,the TPC is concerned that
a decision to strike out a case could fallwithin The Appeals (Excluded Decisions) Order 2009,
on the basis that it was a procedural, ancillary or preliminary decision. This would mean it could
not be appealed to the Upper Tribunal and could only be challenged by an application for
Judicial Review.

42. Second, given the nature of the First-tier Tribunal (Immigration and Asylum Chamber)'s
jurisdiction and the important issues involved, a strike out power would have to be exercised
with care. Any decision to strike out may have to take account of human rights issues and
international treaty obligations. A clearly unfounded asylum claim can be certified as such by
the Secretary of State, which prevents any appeal So strike out on grounds that a case had
little merit could only occur in a narrow range of asylum cases, which were not so weak as to
be clearly unfounded, but were sufficiently weak to have poor prospects of success.

43.At present, such cases tend to be dealt with in a short hearing that leads to a substantive
decision. Because any decision to strike out would require relativelydetailed consideration of
the case there would be littledifference between it and the current approach of reaching a
substantive decision.

44. Allof this means that the benefit of a strike out power is comparatively slight. Itcould only be
exercised rarely and after careful consideration. At the same time, any strike out rule risks
creating complicated, costly and time consuming applications for judicialreview. On balance,
therefore the TPC does not think that this power would be appropriate in this Chamber.

Rule 8 — Substitution and addition of parties.

45. This is a common rule permitting amendments to parties. Italso provides for the United
Kingdom Representative of the United Nations HighCommissioner forRefugees to participate
in asylum claims.

Rule 9 — Costs and expenses

46.The current AIT Rules do not include a power to award costs or expenses, save for the limited
power to award an Appellant the value of any fee they have paid.

47. Following the recommendation of the Report by the Costs Review Groupto the Senior
President of Tribunals the TPC is consulting on the possibilityof changing the costs approach
to introduce costs as a sanction for unreasonable behaviour by either party and their
representatives. This potential sanction would apply to both appellants and the Home Office.
The TPC has not formed a view on the desirability of such a sanction, but has drafted an
illustrative rule for the purpose of this consultation.
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48. If such a rule was adopted the Tribunal would have the power to order costs or expenses
where a party has acted unreasonably in bringing, defending or conducting the proceedings.
This would include unreasonably failing to comply with the Tribunal's orders.

49. The rule being consulted upon does not introduce a costs followthe event' regime, in which
the losing party would expect to pay the costs of the litigation

50. The TPC willalso consider a separate/additional rule that would give the Tribunal jurisdiction to
award costs whenever a party failed to comply with an order. The TPC does not believe that
this adds significantlyto the substance of the more circumscribed rule described above.
Unreasonable failure to comply with an order falls within the proposed rule. A reasonable
failure to comply with an order should not attract a costs order, even if the Tribunalhas
jurisdiction to make one. The potentialbenefit of such a rule would be to focus the attention of
the parties on the need to comply with the tribunal's orders, and the possibility that failure to
comply with them might lead to an award of costs. On balance the TPC decided that rules
focusing on the reasonableness of the conduct were more desirable, as this approach would fit
better with an intention to introduce costs as a sanction on unreasonable conduct.

51 .We know that the Home Office's view is that costs should not be introduced until other
operational measures to improve representation before the First-tier Tribunal (Immigration and
Asylum Chamber) have run their course. In particular, they refer to their ongoing work with the
Courts and Tribunal Service and the work being done by the Law Society to improve the quality
of Appellants' representatives. Furthermore, they suggest, the expected removal of the right to
appeal against refusal of a family visit visa willreduce the number of cases before the tribunal
and allow the Home Office to focus more resources on the cases that remain. These

developments, the Home Office believes, may make any further costs power unnecessary.

52. The rule being consulted upon also includes a provision indicating that the tribunal may award
wasted costs (costs against a representative). This reflects s29(4) of the Tribunals. Courts and
Enforcement Act 2007 and the TPC's approach in other chambers.

Upper Tribunal Costs

53.The Upper Tribunal Rules allow the Upper Tribunal the same costs jurisdiction that applied to a
case in the First-tier Tribunal, before it was appealed. So, if the First-tier Tribunal's cost
jurisdiction is widened, so willbe that of the Upper Tribunal.

54. If the TPC decides not to expand the First-tierTribunal's costs jurisdiction, it will consider
expanding the costs powers of the Upper Tribunalalone. The TPC believes that there may be
a stronger argument forcosts sanctioning unreasonable behaviour in the Upper Tribunal,
where there has already been one judicial determination and the issues involved have
narrowed.

Rule 10 — Representation

55. This Rule follows the form used by the TPC forother Chambers, but takes account of the
restrictionson representation contained in the Immigrationand Asylum Act 1999.

Rule 11 — Calculating Time

56. This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers

Rule 12 — Sending, delivery and language of documents

57. This Rule follows the formused in other Chambers, save that it imposes a specific requirement
for documents to be provided in English or Welsh.

Rule 13 — Use of documents and information

58.This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers.

Rule 14 — Evidence and submissions

59.This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers.

Rule 15 — Summoning or citation of witnesses and orders to answer questions or produce
documents

60. This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers

Rule 16 — Appeal treated as abandoned or finally determined

61 This Rule deals withcases where the appeal has been overtaken by subsequent events. In
certain circumstances appeals are treated as abandoned and the parties notified.

62.This Rule is in the same form as Rule 17A Tribunal Procedure (Upper Tribunal) Rules 2008,
which performs the same function.

Rule 17 —Withdrawal

63.This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers.

64. The Rule also allows the Tribunal to treat an appeal as withdrawn if the Respondent withdraws
the decision to which the appeal relates. This is a change from the AIT rules, which requirean
appeal to be treated as withdrawn if the decision is withdrawn by the Respondent. The purpose
of the change is to allow the Tribunal to continue to resolve an appeal where the original
decision has been withdrawn, but has been replaced with one that the Appellant wishes to
challenge on similargrounds to the existing appeal. In some cases, continuing to resolve the
existing appeal willbe more efficient for both partiesand the tribunalthan requiring a fresh
appeal of the new decision.

Rule 18 — Certification of pending appeal

65. The Nationality, Immigration and AsylumAct 2002allows the Secretary of State to preventor
discontinue an appeal on national security and publicinterest grounds. This Rule provides for
the tribunal to be notified of such decisions and requires them to take no further action on such
cases.

Rule 19 — Notice of appeal

66. This Rule is an amalgam of the approach used in other Chambers and the current AIT Rules. It
sets out the method by which an appellant begins proceedings. It also sets out the time-limits
for beginning proceedings, which are dealt with above.

Rule 20 — Late Notice of Appeal

67. This Rule provides for late Noticesof Appealand applications to extend time. Itrequires late
notices of appeal to be accompanied with an application to extend time. Italso requires the
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Tribunal to resolve time-limit issues as a preliminary decision and allows them to do so without
a hearing.

68. This Rule follows the same structure as the existing AIT Rule

Rule 21 — Late notices of appeal in imminent removal cases

69. This rule provides for an accelerated process when a) a notice of appeal is made late and b)
removal directions willtake effect within 5 days of the notice of appeal being given It maintains
the same approach to these cases as the AIT rules.

Rule 22 — Circumstance in which the Tribunal mav not accept a notice of appeal

70. The Tribunal will not accept a Notice of Appeal where there is no relevant decision or in relation
to an entry clearance decision over which it does not have jurisdiction.

71. The Tribunal also will not accept a Notice of Appeal where an applicable fee has not been paid
and, therefore, the Lord Chancellor has refused to issue a certificate of fee satisfaction.

Rule 23 — Provision of documents bv respondent

72.This Rule requires the Respondent to provide documents in response to the Appeal.

73. The TPC is considering introducing a requirement (Rule 23(1 )(b)) that the decision maker
indicate whether they oppose the appeal, and if they do. on what grounds. Such a requirement
is common to the other Chambers. It could, in appropriate cases, be satisfied by referring to
other documents.

74. The potential benefit of introducing such a requirement would be to clarify the issues in dispute
and thereby assist the tribunal, as well as both parties.

75. The TPC hopes that putting the basis of the Respondent's resistance to the appeal in writing
will assist both parties and the tribunal. The parties will be able to concentrate on the issues in
dispute, which willassist them in preparing and presenting their case The tribunal will have the
relevant issues more clearly identified; this willassist them in dealing with cases efficiently and
justly.

Rule 24 — Decision with or without a hearing

76. There are circumstances where it is appropriate for the tribunal to decide on an appeal without
a hearing. This rule sets out these circumstances, which are where:

(a) the parties have consented, or not objected to, proceeding without a hearing,

(b) the appellant has not paid the hearing fee,

(c) the appellant is outside the UKand does not have a UKrepresentative,

(d) a party has failed to complywitha Rule, a practice statement or a direction, and the tribunal
is satisfied that it is appropriate to decide the appeal without a hearing, and

(e) the appeal is treated as abandoned or finally determined under Rule16 or subject to the
Secretary of State's certification that an appeal may not continue on grounds of national
securityor othergroundsof public good.

77.This rule provides a discretion. In appropriate cases the Tribunalcan hold a hearing,
notwithstanding the fact that the above criteria are satisfied.

Rule 25 — Notice of hearings

78.This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers, it requires the Tribunalto give reasonable
notice of hearings.

Rule 26 — Public and private hearings

79. This Rule followsthe form used in other Chambers, but also provides for compliance withs108
Nationality. Immigration and Asylum Act 2002.

80. Tribunals are required to comply with s108. This requires them to investigate allegations of the
forgery of documents although disclosure of the method of identifyingthe forgery would be
contrary to the public interest, which is to avoid publicising anti-forgery techniques The AIT
rules refer to this more explicitly than the draft rules. The TPC believes that that the draft Rule
adequately provides for compliance with s108 and remains understandable to parties, but fits
better with the approach taken in the other Chambers.

Rule 27 —Hearing in a party's absence

81 .This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers.

Rule 28 — Decisions and notice of decisions

82.This Rule follows the form used in other Chambers, with some modifications:

Issuing of decisions

83. Rule 23 of the AIT Rules provides for decisions in certain asylum appeals to be served on the
Respondent before the appellant — with the Respondent then serving the decision on the
appellant.

84. The Draft Rules do not include such a provisionand the TPC is considering whether it is
appropriate.

85. The policy reason for service via the Respondent is that where a decision is negative an
appellant may choose to disappear rather than submit to removal. Service by the Respondent
means that, where this is a concern, service can be affected in person, with the individual taken
into custody immediately.

86. The Home Office does not maintain statistics on the number of asylum determinations served
personally. They estimate that there are approximate 10-20 a month (not including decisions
served personally on Appellants in detention). There were 13,500 asylum disposals by the
First-tier Tribunal in 2011-12.

87. We are aware that the Home Officeregards the ability to serve decisions in person and the
possibility of simultaneous detention as a key tool in facilitatingthe removal of unsuccessful
appellants. The Home Office is concerned that, once an appeal has been unsuccessful, an
appellant no longer has an incentive to comply with the conditions of their temporary
admission, such as reporting conditions or remaining at an address.
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88. We understand that there is a concern that, in principle, parties to litigation should be informed
of the result at the same time. Informing the Respondent before the Appellant gives the
appearance, and possibly the reality, that they are being favoured. This risks undermining the
independence of the First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal.

89. In practice, as set out above, most decisions are posted by the Home Office to the Appellant.
The TPC is therefore concerned that the minorityof decisions served in person may not justify
departing from the normal practice of serving both parties simultaneously.

90. The TPC willalso need to consider whether this practice acts as an effective mechanism for
preventing appellants absconding. For example, there does not seem to be any reason that an
Appellant fearing a negative decision could not disappear before a decision was made, while
making arrangements to be informed of the result.

91. The TPC will also consider, whether, in those cases where disappearance is a real risk, there
are appropriate alternatives to service by the Respondent. For example, in appropriate cases,
the Tribunal could hand down its decision in court. Ifthe parties attended court, the appellant
could be taken into custody there. If the appellant did not attend court, the Respondent would
achieve its aim of prior knowledge of the result.

92. Ifdecisions in asylum appeals are no longer served on the Respondent first in the First-tier
Tribunal, the TPC willconsider applying the same approach to the Upper Tribunal. This could
be achieved by removing Rule 40A of the Upper Tribunal Rules.

Written reasons

93. The TPC is considering whether it is appropriate in cases other than asylum and humanitarian
protection cases for written reasons to be produced only on request. Writing reasons uses up
judicial and administrative time and resources, which should not be expended unnecessarily.
Parties do not always want written reasons, especially in simple cases where no onward
appeal is contemplated. Under the Draft Rules, parties may always request written reasons
within a month of being sent the decision notice.

94. The TPC considered applying the same approach to asylum and humanitarian protection
cases, but reached a preliminary view that this was inappropriate. Such cases often involve
subsequent decisions, appeals and judicial reviews. Where they do decision makers and
judges need to understand the reasoning behind previous decisions. The most efficient and
reliable mechanism for achieving this is to produce written reasons in all cases. The TPC is
concerned that any saving in judicial time achieved by producing fewer written reasons in these
cases would be offset by problems created elsewhere.

95. We know that the Home Office is concerned that the process of requesting written reasons
after a decision is made may result in delay, particularly if reasons are requested in most
cases. The TPC is similarly concerned that if reasons are requested in most cases, this
provision may create more work for the tribunal, rather than provide efficiency savings.

Rules 29 - 34: Correcting. Setting Aside. Reviewing and Appealing Tribunal Decisions

96. These Rules govern challenges to First-tier Tribunal decisions and follow the form used in
other Chambers.

97. The Rules provide for 4 types of challenge:

(a) Rule 30 A slip rule to deal with clerical mistakes and other minor amendments. The
Tribunal may, at any time, correct any clerical mistake or accidental slip. This willallow the
Tribunal to correct typos and similar errors.

(b) Rule 31: Set-aside to deal withchallenges on the ground of procedural irregularity. Parties
will have 14 days (28 days if outside the UK) to apply to the Tribunal for a decision to be set
aside. Decisions willonly be set aside if the Tribunal concludes that it is in the interests of
justice to do so and certain conditions are met. These are a) a relevant document was not
provided to or received by a party; b) a relevant document was not provided to the Tribunal
at an appropriate time; c) a party or representative was not present at a hearing related to
the proceedings; and d) there was some other procedural irregularity in the proceedings.

(c) Rule 32-33:Appeal to the Upper Tribunal to deal withchallenges on the basis that the
Tribunal has erred in law. Parties may appeal, by requesting permission to appeal fromthe
Tribunal, within 14 days (28 days ifoutside the UK) of being provided written reasons. If
permission is refused, a party may apply to the Upper Tribunal for permission to appeal
(see Rule 21 Upper Tribunal Rules).

(d) Rule 34: Review by the Tribunal to deal withchallenges on the basis that the Tribunal has
erred in law. This is a power that Tribunals may use when there is an application for
permission to appeal to correct an error of law.This means that where, on seeing an
appeal, the Tribunal accepts that it has erred it can correct the mistake.

98. Rule 35 allows the Tribunalto treat an application challenging a decision in one of these four
ways as an application for another type of challenge. This gives the Tribunal flexibility to have
regard to the underlying nature of the challenge.

Rules 36 - 44: Bail

99. These Rules govern applications for bail.

Rule 38: Hearings and repeat applications for bail

100. When an application in relationto bail is made, the Tribunal must, as soon as reasonably
practicable, hold a hearing to consider it.

101. The TPC is considering introducing Rules in relation to repeat applications for bail.The TPC is
aware that there are concerns that many repeat applications are simply re-applications, where
there has been no real change of circumstances. It is suggested that, essentially, a second
Judge is asked to examine the same evidence and submissions as have already been
considered by another Judge.

102. We are told that this is not a good use of judicial time or other resources. The TPC is
conscious, however, that bailapplications, by their very nature, involve vitalissues of personal
liberty.Any restriction must be considered extremely carefully.

103. The TPC is considering removingthe need for a hearing in repeat applicationsforbailwhere
there has been no change of circumstances. Draft Rule 38 would allow a Tribunal to decide a
repeat bail application without a hearing if it had been made within 28 days of the previous
application and there had been no change of circumstances. Itwould not preclude the Tribunal
deciding to list a hearing in these circumstances ifappropriate.

104. Ifthe TPC decides to introducesuch a Rule, itwill need to consider whether28 days is the
appropriate length of time.

Fast Track Procedure

105. Under the present Rules, there is a separate set of fast-track procedures (The Asylumand
ImmigrationTribunal (Fast Track Procedure) Rules 2005). These rules form part of the
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Detained Fast Track ("DFT") — a process in which cases are decided under an accelerated
schedule while the individual is detained

106. The DFT process applies to appellants who are detained at specified removal centres in
Oxfordshire. Middlesex, Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire.

107. In essence, the current Fast Track Rules provide for a similar process as the main rules, but
under a significantly shorter timetable.

108. The TPC has considered whether the revised rules should include a similar fast-track
procedure. As a preliminaryview, it has concluded they should not. The Draft Rules provide
for extensive case management powers, including the shortening of deadlines. The Chamber
President may also issue Practice Directions and Statements, making provision for particular
classes of cases. The TPC is aware of concerns that the current Detained Fast Track does not
give appellants a reasonable opportunity to prepare and present their appeal — thereby
creating injustice.

109. The Home Office is concerned that leaving procedures to the discretion of Tribunal Judges
would not deliver the clear, consistent and truncated timetable that the current rules provide
for. It is concerned that, if the strictly reduced time limits are no longer guaranteed, there may
be the following results:

Increased detention costs

Lack of detention capacity

Prolonged detention that increases the risk that detention is challenged successfully

The risk of a challenge to the DFT process as a whole as incompatible with the
Article 5 right to liberty. The DFT process is justified on the basis that it is detention
for the purposes of preventing unauthorised entry, which is permitted under Article
5(1 )(f). In considering its legality, the courts have considered the periods in which
individuals are detained under DFT. Any increase to this time risks making a
successful challenge more likely.

110. Ifthe First-tier Tribunal was not to have separate Fast Track Rules the TPC would expect to
remove the equivalent provisions from the Upper Tribunal Rules to maintain a consistent
approach.

Consultation Questions

111. The TPC is interested to receive your views on the draft Rules, including your replies to the
questions below. When responding, please keep in mind that the Rules should be simple and
easy to follow. They should not impose unnecessary requirements or unnecessarily repeat
requirements that are contained elsewhere. The TPC must secure the objectives set out in
section 22(4) of the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007 and aims to do so in a
consistent manner across all jurisdictions. Where your views are based upon practical
problems which do or could arise, the TPC would be assisted by reference to relevant
evidence.

112. In general, the TPC regards consultation responses as public documents. They may be
published by the TPC and referred to in its Reply to the Consultation.

113. Ifyou would prefer your response to be kept confidential, you should be aware that information
you provide, including personal information, may be subject to publication or release to other
parties or to disclosure in accordance with the access to information regimes. These are
primarily the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Data Protection Act 1998.

114. In view ofthis, itwould behelpful if you could explain touswhy you regard the information you
have provided as confidential. Ifwe receive a request for disclosure of the information we will
take fullaccount of your explanation, but we cannot give an assurance that confidentialitycan
be maintained in all circumstances. An automatic confidentiality disclaimer generated by your
IT system will not, of itself, be regarded as binding on the TPC.

Structure

(1) Do you have any comment on the proposed structure of the Rules?

Time-Limits

(2) Do you consider it appropriate to calculate time-limits on the basis of when documents are
sent, rather than received? If not. why not?

(3) Do you consider the current time-limitsin Immigrationcases (ie. those set out in the Draft
Rules) appropriate? If not, why not? Ifyou would prefer different time-limits what would these
be? Why would these be better than the current time-limits?

(4) In relation to appeals where the applicant is outside the UK. should the Home Office have the
same time-limit to appeal as the applicant?

Case management powers — Rule 4

(5) Do you consider it appropriate that case management powers be provided for in a single Rule?
If not, why not?

(6) Do you consider that Rule 4 is appropriately drafted? Please suggest any drafting changes.

Strike out — Rule 7

(7) Do you think the Tribunal should have a power to strike out a party if their case has no
reasonable prospect of success? If so. why?

(8) Do you think the Tribunal should have a power to strike out a party if their conduct of the case
is frivolous, vexatious, abusive or otherwise unreasonable? If so, why?

(9) Do you think the Tribunal should have a power to make an 'unless order' ie. an order which, if
not complied with, will automatically lead to a strike out?

Costs & Expenses — Rule 9

(10) Doyou thinkthat the tribunalshould have the power to award costs or expenses against a
party who has acted unreasonably?

(11) Do you agree with the current draft of Rule 9?

(12) Should the draft rule be extended to give the tribunal jurisdiction to award costs or
expenses in response to any non-compliance with a rule or order?
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(13) If there was not to be jurisdictionto award costs or expenses in the First-tier Tribunal on the
basis of unreasonable conduct etc. should the Upper Tribunal nevertheless have such a
power?

Withdrawal — Rule 17

(14) Should the Tribunal have the discretion to continue with an appeal, rather than treating it as
withdrawn, when the decision to which it refers has been withdrawn?

Response — Rule 23

(15) Should the Respondent be required to set out whether it opposes the appellant's case and
the grounds for doing so?

(16) Is there any other material which the respondent should be required to provide?

Issuing of decisions — Rule 28

(17) Should decisions in asylum appeals continue to be served by the First-tier Tribunal only on
the respondent, on the basis that the latter will then serve the decision on the claimant, or
should the First-tier Tribunal serve such decisions on both parties simultaneously?

Written reasons — Rule 28

(18) Do you think that the Tribunal, outside asylum and humanitarian protection cases, should
provide written reasons only on request?

(19) Are there any other categories of case in which written reasons should be produced only on
request?

(20) If the rules do take this approach, is draft rule 28 satisfactory?

Repeat applications for bail — Rule 38

(21) Do you think that there should be restrictions on the abilityof an applicant to make
repeated applications for bail?

(22) If there are to be such restrictions, do you agree with the approach taken in Draft Rule 38?

(23) Do you agree that an applicant should be required to set out any change of circumstances
that has occurred since any previous application for bail?

Applications in relation to bail in Scotland — Rule 44

(24) Does this Rule adequately provide for bail applications in Scotland? Ifnot, what changes
should be made?

Fast Track

(25) Should there be a separate set of rules for Detained Fast Track cases? Why?

(26) If there is to be a separate set of rules, should there be any change to the existing Fast
Track Rules?

Upper Tribunal

(27) Do the draft Rules require any changes to the Upper Tribunal Rules?

General views

(28) Do you think that the draft Rules worksatisfactorily?Doyou foresee any particular
problems? Or have any improvements to suggest?

(29) Do you have any other comments?

How to respond

115 We would welcome responses on the questionnaire provided. Please submit your
response by Tuesday 2 July 2013 to:

The Secretary. Tribunal Procedure Committee
Post point 4.38,102 Petty France, London SW1H 9AJ

Email: tpcsecretariat@iustice.qsi gov.uk
Fax: 020 3334 2233
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The Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner (OISC) and:
Continuing Professional Development (CPD).

As advisers will be aware, upon the OISC introducing the requirement for registered advisers to
complete Continuing Professional Development (CPD), the OISC provided the facility on their website
for advisers who were registered with the OISC to facilitate their CPD requirements by completing a
selection of learning modules and the tests associated with them. Upon completing their selected
learning modules and tests (providing the tests resulted in a pass) the amount of CPD points was
automatically allocated to their account.

The OISC made an excellent job of providing the facility on their website for advisers to complete their
CPD requirements in both Core and Non-Core categories.

The learning modules for core continue to be quite extensive and very well put together although
occasionally in previous years the wrong answer was required to be given to obtain the point for that
particular question because perhaps the rules had changed and the OlSC's courses have not been
updated in line with new rule changes. This was very much excusable because one could not expect
the OISC to have someone permanently updating their website in line with the rule changes over the
years which seemed to take place very frequently, and still are I might add.

The OISC continues to provide the facility for advisers to complete their Core CPD requirements in the
same excellent manner as before. However and this is a big however, the our OISC no longer provide
the facility on their website, as they did previously up until to March 2013, for advisers to complete their
non-core CPD.

The OlSC's previous provision of non-core CPD modules and tests was both intuitive, interesting and
almost a pleasure in which to partake.

The OISC no longer provide the facility in the same manner as before for advisers to partake in non-
core CPD. Instead the OISC states that adviser's non-core CPD requirements can be met by certain
modules and training courses provided by outside organisations, one of which is The Open
University

The OISC states Non-core CPD can be found through the External Providers courses which are free of
charge or at very little cost.

The OISC now states the courses will be accepted by the OISC as long as the subject matter meets
their requirements and proof of completion of training is provided. The OISC advises regulated
advisers to read the OISC CPD guidance notes to clarify what is accepted as non-core CPD.

The OISC also state that they are not associated with these outside organisations and that they will
take no responsibility for the training these outside organisations provide. The OISC also states that
Advisers are not required to obtain their non-core CPD from these outside organisations and can
undertake training elsewhere.

The OISC provide a link which takes you to a further OISC web page which contains further links under
the headings of:
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1. Money and Management
2. Science, Maths and Technology
3. Society

Upon clicking the link for Money under Management you are taken to an Open University webpage
which contains free extracts from Open University course materials.

There does not appear to be any obvious way of registering or recording your progress through any of
the extracts provided by the Open University, by way of which proof can be provided to the OISC. I
think the OISC should provide some specific guidance on this particular point I tried to find out
by contacting the Open University by telephone but they said they were not aware of any method by
which progress could be recorded. Of course it may be the case the person that I spoke to did not
know, however he was quite adamant that this facility did not exist.

If we look at the first course provided "Entrepreneurial impressions - reflection" it states it is an
introductory level and is expected to take around 7 hours. While this would equate to in terms of CPD
points, I don't know, and that's the question I have for the OISC.

I conclude that it is a great shame the.OISC removed the facility to partake in non-core CPD which they
themselves previously provided on their website. There may of course be reasons why the OISC can
no longer provide non-core CPD modules in the way that they did previously. However as a result this
puts the adviser at a great disadvantage having to negotiate outside organisations websites as the only
means of obtaining non-core CPD online, as was previously provided in an excellent manner by the
OISC.

If the use of the open Universities free extracts from their course materials can be used for the
provision of non-core CPD points and this can be clearly explained how to negotiate, register, log in
and provide a record which will satisfy the OISC, then OK. I and others will then no doubt get on with it.

As far as I can make out it is only the Open University material that would be free of charge.

I have clicked on the other links that the OISC provide on the website for other outside providers and it
appears many or all of these charge fees. Some of which is fairly expensive.

Other providers provide courses over several weeks which are of course not ideal for an adviser who
could otherwise, with the correct facility, complete their CPD requirements in a few hours.

I fear a great deal of advisers valuable time is now going to be taken up in obtaining their non-core CPD
requirements.

If anyone could add to this or comment on it, it would be greatly appreciated. It could be that I'm
missing something and barking completely up the wrong tree, it has happened before.

Please do not publish this until others have provided their views and corrected any errors or
omissions, as knowing me, there may be many.

Stephan Holloway
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Ian Westwood <ian.twolimited@gmail.com>

Consultation to amend the Code of Standards and Commissioner's Rules
1 message

noreply@oisc.gov.uk <noreply@oisc.gov.uk> 3 June 2013 16:54
To: ian@twolimited.co.uk

Consultation to amend the Code of Standards and Commissioner's Rules

Initial consultation on proposed amendments -June 2013

The Commissioner is seeking your views in relation to the Commissioner's Code of Standards (the
Code) and Rules (the Rules).

A two-stage consultation process

This is the first of two consultation documents. This initial consultation concentrates on issues
of style, structure and content.

- Section A - Discusses the approach we should take to drafting the next version of the Code
and Rules, specifically whether these should lean more towards a principle-based or
prescriptive approach or continue with the balance currently applied in those documents;

- Section B - Considers whether the presently separate Code and Rules should be
consolidated into one document; and

- Section C - Gives an indication of significant proposed changes that we are thinking about
making to the content of the present Code and Rules. The subjects mentioned in this
consultation are illustrative only and are not exhaustive.

The consultation document can be found via this link: http://oisc.homeoffice.gov uk/latestjnformation/

You can complete an online response form by clicking on the link below:

http.//www survey monkey ccn's/CcdeofStandardsoniineResponseForm
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By email or post - You can download a copy of the response form by clicking on the link below:

Code of Srznocirds ano Commissioner s Haifjs downloadable Response Form

We expect to publish the second consultation document in 2014. That will be the proposed new version
of the Codeand Rules, the drafting of whichwill be influenced by the responses received to this
consultation.

This consultation was launched on 03/06/13 and will remain open until 30/08/13.

Visit our website at www oisc gov uk
*****************************************************************

This message and any associated files is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or subject to copyright. Ifyou
are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of
this message or associated files is strictly prohibited. Ifyou have received this message in error, please
notify the sender immediately and delete this email. Any views or opinions expressed within this email
are solely those of the sender and, unless explicitly stated, may not be representative of the views or
opinions of the OISC.

This email has been checked by the Mimecast Service
*****************************************************************

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=dbaal a648d&view=pt&search=inbox&th... 05/06/201
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Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner

Code of Standards and

s

Response form to initial consultation on
proposed amendments

INITIAL CONSULTATION: THE COMMISSIONER'S CODE OF STANDARDS AND RULES

Name:

In what capacity are you
responding?

Personal / Organisation

Organisation's name:
(ifrelevant}
OISC Number:

(irrelevant) T"l Fl 1 !T I T
Contact details'.

Address

Postcode

Telephone number

Fax number

E-mail address

Privacy It will be assumed that all respondents are content to be
identified in the consultation report and to have their
response published. Please specify in your response if you
would prefer not to be identified or not to have your response
published, all or in part.



Section A

What approach should the OISC take in writing the new Code and Rules?

A1. Do you think the next version of the Code and Rules should generally take a
principle-based or prescriptive approach? Please explain which of these approaches
you favour giving your reasons.

A2. Please explain what approach (principle-based or prescriptive) you think the
Commissioner should take with respect to the following Codes:

a) Codes 19. 21 to 23
b) Codes 27. 28, 29. 30. 33. 48. 64 and 86
c) Codes 52 to 59. 81 to 86 and 91 to 95

A3 Please explain if you think there are any specific Codes or Rules where a principle-
based or prescriptive approach would be particularly appropriate.

Section B

Should the Code and Rules be consolidated into one document?

B1. Please explain if you think that the Code and Rules should be consolidated into one
document or if they should remain as two separate documents.

B2. Please explain what Rule(s). ifany. you feel should remain identified as specific
rule(s) if the two documents were consolidated. In considering your answer you may
wish to take into account the contents of paragraph 37 of the consultation document.

Section C

Possible subjects for inclusion in the new Code

a) New legal entity

C1 Do you agree that a Code should be introduced that requires regulated organisations
which wish to change their legal status before doing so to submit an Application for
Regulation of a New Legal Entity?

b) Immigration advice and services provided via the internet

C2 Do you agree that it is necessary for the Code to include specific regulation on the
matters mentioned at paragraph 41 of the consultation document in respect of
organisations which work via the internet?

C3. In addition to the matters mentioned at paragraph 41 of the consultation document,
are there any other matters that you think the Commissioner should include in the
Code with respect to the provision of immigration advice or services via the internet?
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C4 If specific codes were introduced, do you think that these should be more principle-
based or prescriptive?

c) Outsourcing work

C5 Do you think that organisations should be allowed to outsource their work to other
regulated organisations?

C6. Ifyou think that the outsourcing of work should be allowed between organisations, all
or in part, please explain what restrictions or controls, ifany, you think should be
imposed.

d) Organisation or individual adviser

C7. The Commissioner proposes that references to "adviser" in the Code should be
replaced with the word "organisation" except where the obligation is clearly an
individual one. Do you agree with the proposal?

e) Identifying the actions of specific advisers

C8. Do you agree with the proposal contained in paragraph 47 of the consultation
document which states that organisations should be required to ensure that the
individual within their organisation who actually undertakes a specific piece of work is
clearlyidentified on any materialcontained in the client's file and specifically in any
communication sent to the client or to a third party?

f) Client notification of and approval of payment

C9 Do you agree with the proposal contained in paragraph 49 of the consultation
document that a code should be introduced that prohibits payments being taken from
a client account or from a client's credit/debit card without the client having been
given at least five clear working days' notification of the intention to do so and to have
authorised the payment?

g) Other suggestions for inclusion in the new Code

C10 Please make any suggestions for other matters which you think should be
considered for inclusion in the new Code.
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Consultation information:

CONFIDENTIALITY & DISCLAIMER

The information you send us may be passed to colleagues within the OISC or related
agencies. Information provided in response to this consultation, including personal
information, may be subject to publication or disclosure in accordancewith the access
to information regimes (these regimes are primarilythe Freedom of Information Act
2000 [FOIA], the Data Protection Act 1998 [DPA] and the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004).

If you want other information that you provide to be treated as confidential, please be
aware that, under the FOIA, there is a statutory Code of Practice with which public

authorities must comply and which deals, amongst other things, with obligations of
confidence. In view of this, it would be helpful if you could explain to us why you
regard the information you have provided as confidential. Ifwe receive a request for
disclosure of the information, we will take full account of your explanation, but we
cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in allcircumstances.
An automatic confidentiality disclaimer generated by your ITsystem will not, of itself,
be regarded as binding on the OISC.

The OISCwill process your personal data in accordance with the DPAand in the
majority of circumstances this will mean that your personal data will not be disclosed
to third parties.

GOVERNMENT'S CODE OF PRACTICE ON CONSULTATION

This Consultation follows the Code of Practice on Consultation - the criteria for which

are set out below:

Criterion 1 - When to consult

Formal consultation should take place at a stage when there is scope to influence the
policy outcome.
Criterion 2 - Duration of consultation exercises

Consultations should normally last for at least 12 weeks with consideration given to
longer timescales where feasible and sensible.
Criterion 3 - Clarity of scope and impact
Consultation documents should be clear about the consultation process, what is being
proposed, the scope to influence and the expected costs and benefits of the proposals.
Criterion 4 - Accessibility of consultation exercises
Consultation exercises should be designed to be accessible to, and clearly targeted at,
those people the exercise is intended to reach.
Criterion 5 -The burden of consultation

Keepingthe burden of consultation to a minimum is essential if consultations are to be
effective and if consultees' buy-in to the process is to be obtained.
Criterion 6 - Responsiveness of consultation exercises
Consultation responses should be analysed carefully and clear feedback should be
provided to participants following the consultation.

Criterion 7 - Capacity to consult

Officials running consultations should seek guidance in how to run an effective
consultation exercise and share what they have learned from the experience.
The full Code of Practice on Consultation is available at:

http://www.bis.gov.uk/policies/better-reeiilation/consultation-euidance

How to Respond

Online - You can complete an online response form by clickingon the link below:

htlp://www.surveymonkey com/s/CodeofStandardsonlineResponseForm

By email or post - You can download a copy of the response form by clickingon the
link below:

Consultation response form (Word format)
Consultation response form (PDF format)

Please send your completed response forms no later than 30/08/13 to one of the
following addresses:

Electronic: consult@oisc.gov uk

By post: Sharon Harris

Code of Standards Consultation

Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner
5th Floor, Counting House
53 Tooley Street
London

SE1 2QN

If for any reason you are dissatisfied with the consultation process, please contact:

Clyde James,
Head of Policy, Publications and Stakeholders,
Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner
5th Floor, Counting House
53 Tooley Street
London

SE1 2QN
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Open consultations

SRA Consultation on New Overseas Rules

20 May 2013

You can download this consultation paper or read it below.

The consultation period ends on 25 June 2013

How to respond

Summary

This consultation sets out the cements of the SRA's proposed new Overseas Rules

Purpose of Consultation

1 This consullation is intended to elicitany finalcomments on points of draftingdetail on the proposed new section of

the SRA Handbook on Practising Overseas and consequential amendments.

2 A public board paper published in April 2013 summarised the responses to the SRA's December 2012

consultation and explained how we proposed to adapt our approach as a result of the feedback received This

paper does nol seek to duplicate this discussion with an analysis of why changes may or may not have been

adopted, but instead focuses on what is now proposed.

3 Our proposals break down into the following:

A new Overseas Rules section of the Handbook which contains code of conduct and other provisions

relating to practice in other jurisdictions (Annex 1)

New glossary terms (Annex 2\

Two new related domestic outcomes 7.11 and 7.12.

We are. however, conscious that there are other related issues which need to be dealt with, notably in the Practising

FrameworkRules These rulesarecomplex and we want to ensure thatany changes whichwe propose are given

proper and detailed considerationby allthose concerned. We are therefore proposing at this stage simply to make

the minimum consequential technical changes to the Practice Framework Rules and the Authorisation Rules to

ensure thatthey enableourproposedapproachto 'practising overseas'.Thiswillallowus to clarify the regulatory

framework forpractising overseas inthe Octoberupdateof theSRA Handbook but we willnonetheless be looking

to make further revisions to the Practising Framework Rules in the near term.

Explanatory note on proposals

a) New Overseas Rules

5 Annex 1 sets out (he new Overseas Rules The structure,positionand contentof thissection of the SRA Handbook

are all worth noting

6 Interms of structure we are now proposingthat the Overseas Rules are containedwithin an entirelyseparate

section of the Handbook rather than as a chapter within the Domestic Code of Conduct We feel that this has a

number of advantages:

First, tlallowsus to drawa much sharperdistinctionbetween the regulatory approaches to be followed

domestically and overseas: the overseas conduct provisions therefore, do not contain outcomes and

indicative behaviours but are instead purely pnnciples based.

Secondly, ilallowsus to bringallof the existing Handbookrequirementsgoverning'practisingoverseas'

together in one place as a self-contained source of all applicable requirements The draft attached to

this consultation indicates that consequential amendments in relation to accounts rules, etc.. will follow

as provisions from other sections of the Handbook relating to practisingoverseas are moved into this

section

Thirdly,it allows us lo include provisionssuch as reportingrequirementswhichwould not sit easily in a

chapter that contained pure conduct requirements

Fourthly, it provides a flexible framework which will be easier to add to or amend in future, should that

be necessary

And last, but by no means least, it allows the SRA to designate staff who 'own' these rules and who

therefore become specialised in their application and who can see these as distinct from Hie rules

applying to domestic practice.

7 Intermsof the positioning of the OverseasRuleswithin the Handbook, we areproposing thatthisnow sitsafterthe

sections relating to domestic practice but before the section on Specialist Services We also propose that the

existingannex to the SpecialistSen/ices section of the Handbookon Crossborder EuropeanRules is then moved

to become an annex of the Overseas Rules section.Thiswillalso provide the framework intowhichv/e could

elaboratea UKregimewhichwouldbe able to deal interaliawiththe anomaliesof treating otherUKlawyerswho

aremanagers in SRA authorised bodiesas 'registered foreign lawyers', the difficulties of managingthe regimefor

Registered EuropeanLawyersand Europeanlawfirms and the increasing levelofdualpractice and integration

between English and Welsh and Scottish firms.

8 Interms of the detailedcontent,we woulddrawthe attentionof consutteesto the following

9 There is now an extended introduction to the section on practising overseas whichsets out:

The underlying purpose of the Overseas Rules:

to whom and the circumstancesinwhichthey apply;

the consequences of failureto comply:
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10 The proposed new section then sets out conduct provisions governing practice overseas These are based on

compliance with (he SRA principles which have been slightlymodified to make them more relevant to overseas

practice and to reflect the fact that the compliance of the overseas practice with the Principles is the responsibility of

the Responsible Authorised Body in England and Wales The key changes are as follows

(i) Principle1 has been modified from "Upholdthe rule of law and the proper administrationof justice" to

"Upholdthe rule of law and proper administration of justice in England and Wales" This addition is

made because, in practice, the administrationof justice and the role of the courts vanes widely

between jurisdictions and the 'rule of lav/ is not always easy to define For these reasons we decided

that the qualification was necessary

(ii) Principle 6 has been modified from "Behave tn a way that maintains the trust the public places in you

and in the provision of legal services" to become "Not do anything which will,or be likely to bring into

disrepute yourself, your responsible authorised body, or. by association, the legal profession in. and

of. England and Wales Tins formulationis considered to be: a) more relevant and b) more useful in

determining the behavioural backstop forauthorised individuals and entities This section also notes

that this principle cannot be overridden, even in circumstances where there might be a clash with local

law and/or regulation.

(iii) Principle 7 has been modified to make it dear that compliance obligations and dealings with

regulators apply only to those that stem from England and Wales However the SRA does require

firms overseas to comply with their local regulatory obligations and this is made a separate

requirement in the Overseas Rules.

Rule 2 then sets out to whom and in what circumstances these Overseas Principleswould apply. The new glossary

definitions are key to understanding these applicationprovisions and are explained in more detail below. Our

intention is to require compliance with the Overseas Principles by all solicitors practising overseas, all managers in

overseas practices and where there are entity related provisions, to the overseas practice itself

Finally. Rule 3 sets out the fullreportingand notification requirements that would accompany this section of the

Handbook The SRA's intention is only to require monitoringand reportingin relation to material and systemic

issues.

b) New glossary terms

13 Annex 2 sets out four new glossary terms which willbe key to the interpretationand understanding of the obligations

contained in the new Handbook section Practising overseas', responsible authorised body. An overseas

practice'and'connected practice'

14. These definitions can be understood as follows:

Practisingoverseas is the activitywhich is undertaken by both regulated individualsand bodies It

implies establishment in another jurisdictionratherthan the provision of services cross border or on a

fry-in fly-out basis. This is to ensure that solicitors practising temporarily in other jurisdictions cannot

evade domestic requirements which would propertyapply to them. We have given some guidance on

when 'establishment' is deemed to have occurred These are not rigidcriteriawhich must allbe fulfilled

but are to be regarded as indicators.

A responsibleauthorisedbody is the authorisedbodyorrecognisedsole practitioner in England and

Wales which has established an operation in another jurisdiction The purpose of this definitionis to

allowus to linkoverseas practices to a body authonsed in England and Wales Italso allows us to make

reporting and notification requirements the responsibility of the responsible authorised body in England

and Wales.

An overseas practice refers to a body established overseas under the controlof an SRA authonsed

body or recognised sole practitioner in England and Wales (the 'responsible authorised bod/) An

overseas practice will be subjectto the Overseas Pnnciples inordertoensure thatthereis nothing in

the conductof an overseas arm of an SRA authonsed body or recognised sole practitioner thatmight

underminethe SRA's regulatoiyobjectives or the reputationof the professionin Englandand Wales

'Aconnectedpractice' refersto a body overseas withwhichan SRA authonsedbodyorrecognised

sole practitionerhas a substantive business relationship,as set out in the definition, but which is not

under its control There is no intention to impose any obligationson the 'connected practice' itself

Rather the intentionis to ensure that authonsed bodies and recognised sole practitionersare conscious

of and managing the risks arising from their wider internationalrelationships which are nol under their

control

c) Consequential domestic code changes

15 There is a need to make some changes lo the 'domestic code of conduct1 in orderto reflectthe new requirements

on practisingoverseas. These changes willdo three things:

First set out the obligations of the responsible authorised body in relationto its overseas practices and

connected practices under the domestic code An earlyversion of proposednew outcome 7 11 was

included in the December consultation A revised version and a new outcome 7 12 are set out in Annex

3

Secondly,deleteany redundantprevisionsfrom the 'domesticcode of conduct" mrelation to practice

from an office outside England and Wales.

Thirdly, ensurethatthe obligations of authorised personsandbodiesaredear when they areconducting

practice abroad but from a base in England and Wales rather than on an established basis overseas.

As a generalruleof thumb, an authorised person flying intoanother jurisdiction will be expeded to follow

locallawand rules in the host jurisdictionand the latterwilltake precedence in case of a conflictof rules

However, the domesticoutcomes willstillneed to be appliedin orderto avoidloopholese.g. inrelation

to obligationsto the Court, forexample. In the case of practicewithin the European Economic Area and

Switzerland, these provisions are supplemented by the European Cross Border Rules which willnow

appear as a sub -section of the new overseas part of the Handbook.

16 Itmay on the face of it seem unnecessanly complicated to make the distinction between overseas practiceand

cross borderpractice, but by doing so we are able to impose much more proportionate obligationson practices

and individuals entirely established outsideEngland andWales,as wellas to laythe groundwork through the

definitions of responsibleauthorisedbody am overseas practicetorbettertargetedregulation of bodies
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established overseas

17 There is some additional housekeeping required in other sections of the Handbook to ensure that obsolete

references to overseas practice are removed but these are purely technical changes which flowfrom the above and

they willbe made as part of the general October Handbook exercise

How we propose to implement this approach

18 We intend to indude the proposals contained in this consultation in the October 2013 edition of the Handbook in

order to darify the overseas conduct and reportingobligationsof responsible authorisedbodies Therewill,

however, need to be a transitional period between October 2013. when the conduct obligations are introduced, and

the practising certificate renewal exercise in 2014 when authorisation and practising framework requirements are

fully brought into line This will allowus to design the authonsatbn scheme foroverseas practices in the lightof

further discussion with responsible authorised bodies However the overseas principles and reporting of material

breaches willbe expected to apply to overseas practices and regulated persons practising overseas from October

2013.

19 We have also not explicitlyoutlined the position governing m-house solicitors overseas in these proposed rules

This is deliberate because there is a wider review about to commence of in-house praclice which we do not wish to

cut across In our view, the general approach proposed for individual solicitors overseas should work for most in-

house solicitors overseas and we will pick up any further nuances as a result of the wider review. However, we

would welcome views from consultees with comments on this point

Conclusions

20. This consultation and its annexes explain the SRA's proposed new regime for individuals and bodies practising

overseas We would welcome views on the specific drafting proposed The consultation period proposed is

relativelyshort given that we have held two previous consultations, issued a publicBoard paper in April,which

outlined the broad parameters of our approach, and conducted extensive discussions with interested parties.

21 The consultation willbe open until 25 June 2013. Responses should be sent by email to intemationat@sra org.uk

Where this is not possible, written responses may be sent to

International Consultation

SolicitorsRegulation Authority

24 Martin Lane

London

EC4R 0DR

Annex 1

SRA Overseas Rules 2013

Introduction to the Overseas Rules

Although theSRAprimarily regulatesthe provision oflegalservicesbysolicitors, firms and otherauthorisedpersons practising

in England and Wales, italso needs to providea regulatory frameworkfor authorised persons and bodies established

overseasinorder totakeaccount of theregulatory risk theypose inEngland andWales.This mustbe proportionate, refleding

the differentleveland type of risksposed to the SRA's regulatoryobjectives by practisingoverseas, as wellas the existence, in

many jurisdictions of local regulatory requirements.

Theserules' apply toindividuals andbodies practising overseas andtoresponsible authonsed bodies TheSRA Codeof

Conduct does not apply to individuals and bodies practising overseas since its requirements are. in manycases, not relevant

to. or may have a disproportionate impact on them.

These rulesare the startingpointforthe conductofSRAregulatedindividuals and authonsed bodies providing legalservices

outside England and Wales. Theyare modified from the generalSRAprinciples, inorder to take accountof thedifferent legal,

regulatoryand culturalcontextof practice inother junsdictions. whichmay require differentstandards ofcondud than required

in Englandand Wales Regardlessof these differences, there is no intention to imply a lowerstandardofgeneralbehaviour:

regulatedindividuals practising overseasand responsible authorised bodiesare thereforerequired toensure thatthey,or

those for whom they are responsible, behave in a way which meets both the SRA's Overseas Rules and its character and

suitability requirements.

Regulatorsinmanyotherjurisdictions relyon certificates ofgoodstandinggranted by the SRAto regulated individuals and

authorisedbusinesses whowishto practiseoverseas and. inmanycases, they will also expect and requirethat the SRA's

regulatoryoversight,will continueto operate alongside the localregulatoryregime Nonetheless, applicablelawand local

regulation should prevail in circumstances in which compliance with the overseas principles would create drfficutttes. withthe

exception of principle 6 which must be observed at all times

Inadditionto the obligations of those individuals practising overseas, the SRA also requires that a recognisedsole practitioner

or authorised body in Englandand Wales will identify, monitorand manage nsks arising fromits overseas practicesor

connectedpractices toensure theydonotundermine itsfinancial viability, or itsabrlity to fulfil itscompliance andregulatory

obligations,its reputationand that of SRA regulationand the legal profession of England and Wales ingeneral These

obligations are also present in the domestic Code of Conduct.

Afailure tomeet these obligations mayresultin the SRAtaking regulatory actionagainst an individual oran authorised body

and its managers Such actionmayindude limiting, or removing the rightto practise as an authorisedbodyor individual

regulated by the SRA

The intention is to consolidate all requirement*(elating to overseas practicesuch as accounts rules and indemnity insurance etc. into these rules

The SRA Overseas Rules 2013

Preamble

The SRAOverseas Rulesdated [date]commenting[dale]made by the Solidtors Regulation Authority Boardundersections

31 79 and 80 of the Solidtors Act 1974. sections 9 and 9A of the Administration of Justice Act 1985 and sedion 83 of the

LegalServicesAct2007.with theapproval ofthe Legal Services Boardunderparagraph19ofSchedule 4 totheLegal

ServicesAct2007regulating theconductofsolidtors and theiremployees, registeredEuropean lawyers and theiremployees,

registeredforeign lawyers, recognised bodiesand theirmanagersand employeesand licensed bodies and their managers

and employees.

Rute 1 - The Overseas Principles

You

(a) as a regulated individualpractisingoverseas must ensure that you. or
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(b) as a responsible authorisedbody must ensure that your overseas practice. and individualmanagers

members and owners of your overseas practice (those for whom you are responsible)

(1) Uphold the rule of the law and the proper administration of justice in England and Wales

Your obligations to dients, the court and third parties in England and Wales with whom you are dealing on behalf of your dients

are unaffected by the location outside of England and Wales from which you pradise or by the location of your overseas

practice.

(2) Act with integrity

Personal integrityis central to your rule as the client's trusted adviser and should characterise all of your professional dealings

withclients, the court, oilier lawyers and the publicwherever they are being conducted You should use your judgment when

considering how best to maintain your integrityat all times and avoid any behaviour outside England and Wales which

undermines your cliaracler and suitability to be an authorised person A responsible authorised body should ensure that its

overseas practice observes the same standards.

(3) Not allow your independence or the Independence of your overseas practice to be compromised

'Independence' means your own independence and that of your firmand your overseas practice, and not merely your ability to

give independent advtce to a dtent You should avoid giving control of your overseas practice to a third party beyond any

statutory or regulatory local ownership requirements

(4) Act in the best interests of each client

You should act in good faith and do your best for each of the clients for whom you are (or your overseas practice is) acting In

particular, you should foDowthe local legal or regulatory requirements of the jurisdiction in which you or your overseas practice

are practising in relation to confidentiality and conflicts of interest. Ifno such requirements exist you should be guided by what

you consider the best interests of each client in the circumstances

(5) Provide a proper standard of service to your clients/the clients of your overseas practice

You should provide a proper standard ol client care and work.This indudes exercising competence, skilland diligence and

taking into account the individualneeds and circumstances of each client as wellas the particular requirements and

circumstances of Hiejurisdictionin which you are working.You should informclients by whom the legal services provided to

them are regulated, what client protections are in place for them and whether they have the benefit of professional indemnity

insurance or other indemnity.

(6) Not do anything which will or be likely to bring into disrepute the overseas practice, yourself as a regulated

individual or responsible authorised body or, by association, the legal profession In and of England and Wales

This includes any behaviour whichoccurs withinor outside your professional practice which undermines your own reputation,

that of the practice withinwhich you are a manager or solidtor employee, or the wider reputation of the legal profession in and

of England and Wales.

(7) Comply with your legal and regulatory obligations In England and Wales, and deal with your regulators and

ombudsmen in England and Wales in an open, timely and co-operative manner and assist and not impede any

authorised person or body practising in England and Wales In complying with their legal and regulatory

obligations and dealings with their regulators and ombudsmen

Youshouldensure thatyouand thoseforwhom youare responsible comply withallofthe reporting and notification

requirements that applyto you and respondpromptly and substantively to communications Youshouldensure that you (and

thoseforwhomyouare responsibledo notcause, contribute or facilitate a failure to comply with the SRA'sregulatory

arrangements by any authorised person or body practising in England and Wales Individualspractisingoverseas should

assist theirresponsible authonsedbody tocomply with itsregulatory obligations to the SRA

(8)Run your business/the business of your overseaspracticeor carryout your/their role in the business effectively

and in accordance with proper governance and sound financial and risk management principles

Asa responsible authorised bodyyouare required toensure thatyourrelations with youroverseaspractise accordwithsound

governance, finandal and riskmanagement printiples Youshould ensure thatthoseforwhom youare responsible assistyou

inmeeting yourobligations to the SRAinrelation tomanagingany nsks thatyouroverseaspractice might pose toyour

operations

(9) Run your business/the business of your overseas practice or carry out your/their role in the business in a way

that encourages equality of opportunity and respect for diversity

Every jurisdiction has itsownlegal,regulatory and cultural framework forequality and diversity TheSRAdoes notexpect,or

require, itsauthorisedindividuals or bodies practising overseas to approachthese issues as theywould in Englandand

Wales Itdoes, however, expect thatSRAauthorised individuals and bodieswill, within whatever legal, regulatory and cultural

contextinwhichthey are practising overseas, do whatthey reasonablycan to encourage equality ofopportunity and resped for
diversity

(10) Protect client money and assets.

Youand those forwhomyouare responsible shouldcomply with localregulatory requirements inrelation to dient money,

documents and assets and. in any event, you shouldensure that they are protected appropriately

Rule 2 • Application

2 With regard to the prindples set out in Rule 1

21 They apply in full to you. rfyouare a regulatedindividual practising overseas ora responsible

authorised body

2 2 Youwill be committing a breach ifyoupermitanotherperson to do anything on yourbehalf whichif

done by you would constitute a breach

2 3 Youshouldensure thatyouand thoseforwhomyouare responsible comply with alllegaland

regulatory obligations applicable inthejurisdiction outsideEnglandand Walesinwhichyouor they

are practising Youand those forwhomyou are responsible should notcause, contributeto or

facilitate a failure tocomply with thoselegalor regulatory arrangements byanyotherpersonor body

subjed to them.

24 Where there is a conflict betweenthe Overseas Principles and/orthe Reporting Requirementson the

one hand and any requirements placeduponyouor those forwhomyouare responsible bylocallegal

or regulatory obligations on theotherhand,the lattershallprevail, with the exception of principle 6.

which must be observed at all times.
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2 5 Nothing in these rules removes or modifies the requirements under the Legal Services Act 2007 for

authorisation to be obtained for the delivery of reserved legal services

2 6 If you are a solicitorand your practice predominantlycomprises the provision of legal services in

Englandand Wales then, regardlessof where you areestablished, the SRA will apply the full

Handbook to your practice

Rule 3 - Reporting Requirements

The SRA does not expect or require the same level of detailed monitoring reporting and notification

from those practising overseas as itwould expect of authorised individuals and bodies in England

and Wales IIdoes, however, require that material and systemic breaches are monitored and reported

to itwhen they occur Notifications by the compliance officer of a responsible authonsed body, or by

another person on behalf of an overseas practice willsatisfy these requirements without separate

notifications from each individualor body who has knowledge of the breach

The level of reportingthe SRA expects is proportionateto the level of regulatory risk posed by an

overseas practice. You must notify the SRA of any materialor systemic breaches of the overseas

principles that apply to you or those forwhom you are responsible In this context you willbe required

to

" " ' Notify the SRA. rfyou. or any of the partners, managers, solicitor employees or other

professionalemployees in your overseas practice, ate convicted by any court of a

cnminal offence or become subject to disciplinary action by another regulator.

Notify the SRA immediately if you believe that your firmor your overseas practice is in

serious financial difficulty:

Provide the SRA with documents held by you or your overseas practice. to which it is

entitled, and any necessary permissions to access information as soon as possible

followinga notice from the SRA to do so.

" " ' Provide the SRA with an annual return which

a identifies the contad details of the offtce(s) from which you are. or your

overseas practice is practising, and

b. confirms that you have fufMted yourreportingand notificationobligations.

[NB Otherprovisions relating to overseasaccountsrules, overseasprovisions inrelation to professional indemnity insurance

etc. willbe consolidated into this section]

Annex 2: New glossary definitions —

Overseas practice

'an overseas practice' means

(a) a branch office of an authorised body,

(b) a subsidiary company of an authorised body;

(c) a subsidiaryundertaking withinthe meaning of section 1162 of the Companies Act 2006. of an authorised body

(d) an entity whose business, management or ownership are otherwise in factor lawcontrolled by an authorisedbody or

recognised sole practitioner.

(e) an employee Ibut not of (a) to (d) above) of an authorised body or recognised sole praditxiner;or

(f)a sole principal whose business, management orownershipareotherwisein factorlawcontrolled by an authonsed

body or recognised sole practitioner.

established outside of Englandand Wales and providing legal services butwhichdoes notcarryout reserved legalactivities

and whose practice does not predominantly comprise the provision of legal services to dients or in relationto assets located in

England and Wales

Responsible authorised body

The 'responsibleauthorisedbody' in respect of an overseas practiceis the authorised bodyorrecognisedsole practriioner

referred to in whichever of paragraph (a) to (f) of the definition of 'overseas practice'as is applicable to that practice

Connected practice

'Connectedpractice' means a body providing legalservices,establishedoutsideof England andWales.

(a) which is not an overseas practice.

(b) but is otherwise connected to,

(i) an authorised body in England and Wales which if it is partof.

a Vereir.or similargroupstructure providing legalservices, the authorisedbody is the

headquartersof the Verein or group structure, or of a significant partof thatVerein or group

structure.

a jointpractice,the authorisedbody is not a branchofficeora subsidiaryof the body

established outside England and Wales; or

(ii) a recognised sole practitionerin England and Wales;

by virtueof.

(iii) being a parentundertaking, withinthe meaningof section1162of theCompaniesAct 2006. of the

authorised body;

(iv)being jointly managed or owned, orhaving a partner, member orownerincommon, or controlled by or.

with the authorised body.

(v) sharing costs, revenue or profits related to the provisionof legal services with the authorised body or

recognised sole practitioner, or
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(vi) common branding

A 'body' means a naturalperson or company. LLPor partnershipor other body corporate or unincorporated

Practising overseas

'Practising overseas' means the practice

(a) of an overseas practice:

(b) in that capacity,of a manager, member or owner of an overseas practice, and

(c) a solicitorestablished outside England and Wales forthe purpose of providing legal services in an overseas

jurisdiction.

Guidance

The question of whether an individualis established outside England and Wales willbe fad specific but the following

factors may tend to indicate permanent establishment

a requirement for a work permit

the intention to reside outside of England and Wales fora period of 6 months or lonqer

a requirement for authorisation with local regulatory body

an overseas practising address nominated in mySRA

an employment contract with a legal practice established outside England and Wales

Annex 3: New related domestic outcomes

Draft Outcome 7.11 and 7.12 (Management of your business)

~ " '' You identify monitorand manage the compliance of your overseas practices withthe Overseas Rules

- - •• you identify,monitor and manage risks to your business which may arise from your connected practices.

" you maintain systems and controls for managing the risks posed by any financialinter-dependence which exists with

yourconnected practices

you controlthe use of your brand by any body or individualoutside of England and Wales which is not an overseas

practice

How to respond

Email

Send your email to intemationa!@sra org.uk

Please ensure that

you use the title'Consullationon New SRA Handbook Section on Pradising Overseas and consequential amendments' in

the subject field.

you identify yourselfand state on whose behalf youare responding(unless you are respondinganonymously),

you attach a completed About You form.

if youwish us to treatany partoraspect of yourresponse as confidential, you stale thisclearly

Post

Ifyou wish to submit yourresponse by post, please send your response and an About You formto

International Consultation

Solicitors Regulation Authority

24 Martin Lane

London

EC4R ODR

Deadline for this consultation - Please send your response by 25 June 2013.

A listof respondents andresponsesmaybe published by the SRA aftertheclosing date.Pleaseexpressdearly ifyoudo not

wishyourname and/or responseto be published Thoughwe may notpublish allindividual responses,it is SRA policy to

comply with all Freedom of Informationrequests

Downloadable document(s)

.. About you (DOC 5 pages. 144K)
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Tribunal Procedure Committee

Consultation on the proposed Tribunal Procedure (First-tier

Tribunal) (Immigration and Asylum Chamber) Rules 2013 and

amendments to the Tribunal Procedure (Upper Tribunal) Rules

2008

Questionnaire

We would welcome responses to the following questions set out in the

consultation paper. Please return the completed questionnaire by Tuesday 2

July 2013 to:

The Secretary, Tribunal Procedure Committee. Post point 4.38,102 Petty France

London SW1H9AJ

Email: tPC$ecretariat@instic:e.qsi.gov.uk

Fax: 020 3334 2233

Respondent name

Organisation

Structure

(1) Do you have any comment on the proposed structure of the Rules?

Comments:

Time-Limits

(2) Do you consider it appropriate to calculate time-limits on the basis of when

documents are sent, rather than received? If not, why not?

(3) Do you consider the current time-limits in Immigration cases (ie. those set

out in the Draft Rules) appropriate? If not, why not? If you would prefer

different time-limits what would these be? Why would these be better than

the current time-limits?

(4) In relation to appeals where the applicant is outside the UK,should the

Home Office have the same time-limit to appeal as the applicant?

Comments:

Case management powers - Rule 4

(5) Doyou consider it appropriate that case management powers be provided

for En a single Rule? If not, why not?

(6) Doyou consider that Rule 4 is appropriatelydrafted? Please suggest any

drafting changes.

Comments:

Strike out - Rule 7

(7) Do you think the Tribunal should have a power to strike out a party if their

case has no reasonable prospect of success? If so, why?

(8) Doyou think the Tribunal should have a power to strike out a party if their

conduct of the case is frivolous, vexatious, abusive or otherwise

unreasonable? If so, why?

(9) Do you think the Tribunal should have a power to make an 'unless order' ie.

an order which, if not complied with, will automatically lead to a strike out?

Comments:

Costs & Expenses - Rule 9

(10) Do you think that the tribunal should have the power to award costs or

expenses against a party who has acted unreasonably?

(11) Do you agree with the current draft of Rule 9?

(12) Should the draft rule be extended to give the tribunal jurisdiction to

award costs or expenses in response to any non-compliance with a rule or

order?

(13) If there was not to be jurisdiction to award costs or expenses in the

First-tier Tribunal on the basis of unreasonable conduct etc, should the

Upper Tribunal nevertheless have such a power?

Comments:
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Withdrawal -- Rule 17

(14) Should the Tribunal have the discretion to continue with an appeal,

rather than treating it as withdrawn, when the decision to which it refers

has been withdrawn?

Comments:

Response - Rule 23

(15) Should the Respondent be required to set out whether it opposes the

appellant's case and the grounds for doing so?

(16) Is there any other material which the respondent should be required to

provide?

Comments:

Issuing of decisions - Rule 28

(17) Should decisions in asylum appeals continue to be served by the First-

tier Tribunal only on the respondent, on the basis that the latter will then

serve the decision on the claimant, or should the First-tier Tribunal serve

such decisions on both parties simultaneously?

Written reasons - Rule 28

(18) Do you think that the Tribunal, outside asylum and humanitarian

protection cases, should provide written reasons only on request?

(19) Are there any other categories of case in which written reasons should

be produced only on request?

(20) If the rules do take this approach, is Draft Rule 28 satisfactory?

Comments:

Repeat applications for bail - Rule 38

(21) Do you think that there should be restrictions on the ability of an

applicant to make repeated applications for bail?

(22) If there are to be such restrictions, do you agree with the approach

taken in Draft Rule 38?

(23) Doyou agree that an applicant should be requiredto set out any change

of circumstances that has occurred since any previous application for bail?

Comments:

Applications in relation to bail in Scotland - Rule 44 ]

(24) Does this Rule adequately provide for bail applications in Scotland? If j
not, what changes should be made? j

Comments:

Fast Track

(25) Should there be a separate set of rules for Detained Fast Track cases?

Why?

(26) If there is to be a separate set of rules, should there be any change to

the existing Fast Track Rules?

Comments:

Upper Tribunal

(27) Dothe draft Rules require any changes to the Upper Tribunal Rules?

Comments:

General views

(28) Doyou think that the draft Rules work satisfactorily? Doyou foresee

any particular problems? Or have any improvements to suggest?

(29) Do you have any other comments?

Comments:
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